Horizon Europe

Funding for Research in Management
Swiss Situation

Switzerland = Currently a Non-Associated 3rd country for Horizon Europe

Good news: Swiss researchers can participate in ALL collaborative projects as ‘Associated Partners’

Q&A on Swiss Participation in Horizon Europe and Funding Guarantee on the website of the State Secretariat for Education, Research and Innovation (SERI)
Associated Partners can:

• Bring in their own budget that SERI will fund
• COLLABORATE with int’l researchers
• Participate in ALL collaborative projects
• Lead work packages/tasks in the project
• Downside = cannot coordinate
Horizon Europe – Cluster 2 in Pillar 2, Global Challenges

Excellent Science
Pillar 1

Global Challenges
Pillar 2

Innovative Europe
Pillar 3

Widening Participation and Strengthening the European Research Area
Pillar 2: Global Challenges:
Clusters ALL include topics on various aspects of Management

- Health
- Culture, Creativity and Inclusive Society
- Civil Security for Society
- Digital, Industry & Space
- Climate, Energy and Mobility
- Food, Bioeconomy, Natural Resources, Agriculture & Environment
Pillar 2 Search for Funding in ALL these areas/clusters

Use tab ‘Search Funding and Tenders’ on top left

Key words: the broader the better

Check out:
- Opening and Deadline dates
- Goals and outcomes in the Topic AND Destination description
- Evaluation criteria – under Topic Description
- Partner search – lists other institutions interested
Consortia for projects (number of members vary per project)

- **Consortium composed of minimum of 3 independent partner organisations**
- **Minimum: 1 PI in a Member State, 2 PIs in Member States or Associated Countries**
- **Conditions fulfilled REGARDLESS of Associated Partner (CH)
Partner search – Forming a Consortium

1. Own network & network of your core partners
2. Brokerage events organized by EC for the different clusters (F&T portal)
3. Use Euresearch NCP network
4. Register to Euresearch for alerts and notifications on events

- **CORDIS** – projects and results database (https://cordis.europa.eu/en)
- **Funding & Tenders Portal** partner search on the topic pages and partner search tool
- **Enterprise Europe Network** – find partners and matchmaking events
  (https://een.ec.europa.eu/)

- Also make yourself visible via ORCID, Researchgate..
Further Information

Calls Open: October 2022 (tbc)

Deadlines: March 2023 (tbc)
Contact Us!

Jennifer.McClung@euresearch.ch
www.euresearch.ch

Jennifer McClung